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Agenda for Today & Next Few Lectures
 Single-cycle Microarchitectures

 Multi-cycle and Microprogrammed Microarchitectures

 Pipelining

 Issues in Pipelining: Control & Data Dependence Handling

 Branch prediction

 State Maintenance and Recovery, …

 Out-of-Order Execution

 Issues in OoO Execution: Load-Store Handling, …
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Reminder: Readings for Next Few Lectures (I)
 P&H Chapter CO&D 4.8 [-4.11] (Guy)
 H&P Computer Architecture Appendix C (Guy)

 Smith and Sohi, “The Microarchitecture of Superscalar 
Processors,” Proceedings of the IEEE, 1995
 More advanced pipelining
 Interrupt and exception handling
 Out-of-order and superscalar execution concepts

 McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL 
Technical Report, 1993.

 Kessler, “The Alpha 21264 Microprocessor,” IEEE Micro 1999. 3



Reminder: Readings for Next Few Lectures (II)
 Smith and Plezskun, “Implementing Precise Interrupts in 

Pipelined Processors,” IEEE Trans on Computers 1988 (earlier 
version in ISCA 1985).
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Recap of Last Lecture
 Predicated Execution Primer

“אם” לרגיסטר( ביצוע קבוע מראש )תזכורת פירוק תנאי 

 Delayed Branching 
 With and without squashing

 Branch Prediction
 Reducing misprediction penalty (branch resolution latency)
 Branch target buffer (BTB)

 Static Branch Prediction
 Dynamic Branch Prediction
 How Big Is the Branch Problem?
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Review: More Sophisticated Direction Prediction

 Compile time (static)
 Always not taken
 Always taken
 BTFN (Backward taken, forward not taken)
 Profile based (likely direction)
 Program analysis based  (likely direction)

 Today: Run time (dynamic)
 Last time prediction (single-bit)
 Two-bit counter based prediction
 Two-level prediction (global vs. local)
 Hybrid
 Advanced algorithms (e.g., using perceptrons)
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Review: Importance of The Branch Problem
 Assume N = 20 (20 pipe stages), W = 5 (5 wide fetch)
 Assume: 1 out of 5 instructions is a branch 
 Assume: Each 5 instruction-block ends with a branch

 How long does it take to fetch 500 instructions? 
 100% accuracy 

 100 cycles (all instructions fetched on the correct path)
 No wasted work

 99% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 (wrong path) = 120 cycles
 20% extra instructions fetched

 98% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 2 (wrong path) = 140 cycles 
 40% extra instructions fetched 

 95% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 5 (wrong path) = 200 cycles
 100% extra instructions fetched
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Importance of The Branch Problem - continued
 Assume N = 20 (20 pipe stages), W = 5 (5 wide fetch)
 Assume: 1 out of 5 instructions is a branch 
 Assume: Each 5 instruction-block ends with a branch

 How long does it take to fetch 500 instructions? 
 100% accuracy 

 100 cycles (all instructions fetched on the correct path)
 No wasted work; IPC = 500/100

 90% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 10 (wrong path) = 300 cycles 
 200% extra instructions fetched; IPC = 500/300

 85% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 15 (wrong path) = 400 cycles
 300% extra instructions fetched; IPC = 500/400

 80% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 20 (wrong path) = 500 cycles 
 400% extra instructions fetched; IPC = 500/500
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Dynamic Branch Prediction
 Idea: Predict branches based on dynamic information (collected at 

run-time)

 Advantages

+ Prediction based on history of the execution of branches

   + It can adapt to dynamic changes in branch behavior  תוך כדי ריצת
התכנית

+ No need for static profiling: input set representativeness problem 
goes away

 Disadvantages

-- More complex (requires additional hardware)
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Last Time Predictor
 Last time predictor

 Single bit per branch (stored in BTB)
 Indicates which direction branch went last time it executed

    TTTTTTTTTTNNNNNNNNNN  90% accuracy

 Always mispredicts the last iteration and the first iteration of a 
loop branch
 Accuracy for a loop with N iterations = (N-2)/N

+ Loop branches for loops with large N (number of iterations)

-- Loop branches for loops with small N (number of iterations)

 TNTNTNTNTNTNTNTNTNTN    0% accuracy
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Last-time predictor CPI = [ 1 + (0.20*0.15) * 2 ]  = 1.06   (Assuming 85% accuracy)

תהיה החמצה בתחזית הראשונה ובתחזית של . 10%מהיכן ה-
20 מתוך 2היפוך המגמה. 

BTB=Branch Target Buffer





Implementing the Last-Time Predictor
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BTB: one target
address per entry 

BTB idx

N-bit
tag
table

1         0

PC+4

nextPC

=

The 1-bit BHT (Branch History Table) entry is updated with 
the correct outcome after each execution of a branch

tag

BHT:
One
Bit
per 
entry

taken?

PC
BTB=Branch Target Buffer
BHT=Branch History Table



State Machine for Last-Time Prediction
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predict
taken

predict
not

taken
actually

not taken

actually
takenactually

not taken
actually

taken

1 bit FSM



Improving the Last Time Predictor
 Problem: A last-time predictor changes its prediction from 

TNT or NTT too quickly 
 even though the branch may be mostly taken or mostly not taken

 Solution Idea: Add hysteresis to the predictor so that prediction 
does not change on a single different outcome
 Use two bits to track the history of predictions for a branch instead of 

a single bit 
 Can have 2 states for T or NT instead of 1 state for each

 Smith, “A Study of Branch Prediction Strategies,” ISCA 1981.
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Two-Bit Counter Based Prediction
 Each branch associated with a two-bit counter (2BC)
 One more bit provides hysteresis
 A strong prediction does not change with one single different 

outcome
 Also called binomial prediction
 Accuracy for a loop with N iterations = (N-1)/N

TNTNTNTNTNTNTNTNTNTN    50% accuracy

       (assuming counter initialized to weakly taken)

+ Better prediction accuracy

-- More hardware cost (but counter can be part of a BTB entry)
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2BC predictor CPI = [ 1 + (0.20*0.10) * 2 ]  = 1.04   (90% accuracy)

לשנות את הדעה כדי N צריך פעמיים

10% --< 20מתוך  2: בדוגמה



Hysteresis Using a 2-bit Counter
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pred
taken

pred
taken

pred
!taken

pred
!taken

actually
taken

actually
taken actually

!taken

actually
!taken

actually
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actually
!taken

actually
taken

actually
taken

Change prediction after 2 consecutive mistakes

“weakly
taken”

“strongly
taken”

“weakly
!taken”

“strongly
!taken”

0001

11 10



Credit: H&P CAQA 3.9



State Machine for 2-bit Saturating Counter
 Counter using saturating arithmetic

 Arithmetic with maximum and minimum values
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Is This Good Enough?
 ~85-90% accuracy for many programs with 2-bit counter based 

prediction (also called bimodal prediction)

 Is this good enough?

 How big is the branch problem?
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Rethinking the The Branch Problem
 Control flow instructions (branches) are frequent

 15-25% of all instructions

 Problem: Next fetch address after a control-flow instruction is not 
determined after N cycles in a pipelined processor
 N cycles: (minimum) branch resolution latency

 If we are fetching W instructions per cycle (i.e., if the pipeline is 
W wide)
 A branch misprediction leads to N x W wasted instruction slots 

21



Importance of The Branch Problem
 Assume N = 20 (20 pipe stages), W = 5 (5 wide fetch)
 Assume: 1 out of 5 instructions is a branch 
 Assume: Each 5 instruction-block ends with a branch

 How long does it take to fetch 500 instructions? 
 100% accuracy 

 100 cycles (all instructions fetched on the correct path)
 No wasted work, IPC=500/100=5

 99% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 (wrong path) = 120 cycles
 20% extra instructions fetched, IPC=500/120=4.17

 98% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 2 (wrong path) = 140 cycles 
 40% extra instructions fetched, IPC=500/140=3.57 

 95% accuracy
 100 (correct path) + 20 * 5 (wrong path) = 200 cycles
 100% extra instructions fetched, IPC=500/200=2.5
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של החישוב throughput-מ 50% מאבד



Review: Can We Do Better?(than always taken or always not taken)

 Last-time and 2BC predictors exploit “last-time” predictability

 Realization 1: A branch’s outcome can be correlated with other 
branches’ outcomes
 Global branch correlation – ניתן לקשור בין מופעים שונים  

 Realization 2: A branch’s outcome can be correlated with past 
outcomes of the same branch (other than the outcome of the 
branch “last-time” it was executed)
 Local branch correlation –  ניתן לקשור מצב נוכחי עם היסטורית

ההסתעפות
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תובנות

Yeh and Patt, “Two-Level Adaptive Training Branch Prediction,” MICRO 1991.



Global Branch Correlation (I)
 Recently executed branch outcomes in the execution path is 

correlated with the outcome of the next branch

 If first branch not taken, second also not taken

 If first branch taken, second definitely not taken

24

1דוגמה 

2דוגמה   

נתחיל מהמקרה הראשון

או



Global Branch Correlation (II)

 If Y and Z both taken, then X also taken
 If Y or Z not taken, then X also not taken
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Global Branch Correlation (III)
 Eqntott, SPEC 1992

if (aa==2)             ;; B1

     aa=0;

if (bb==2)            ;; B2

     bb=0;

if (aa!=bb) {          ;; B3

if (aa==bb) {          ;; B3

     ….

      }
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גיא:  דוגמה זו לקוחה מ-
H&P Computer Architecture  3.3

EQNTOTTהדוגמה שייכת לקוד 
SPEC89מ-

אם מסתכלים רק על אחד מהתנאים
B1 או B2 לא ניתן להסיק את B3

לכן כדי לקבוע את המסקנה שרשומה
למטה צריך לדעת על ההסתעפויות

.B2 והן של B1הן של 

  קצת מבלבלות -ראו השקפים הבאיםB1,B2, B3התוויות 



EQNTOTT

https://nullstone.com/eqntott/eqntott.htm

Demo :הערה לעצמי   
~/.../CPU/lectures/10/code/eqntott-tests

test2הדגם את 



Global Branch Correlation (III) - המשך

Credit: H&P CAQA 5th Ed., section 3.3

If b1 is not taken (i.e., aa==0@b3) and b2 is not taken (i.e. bb=0@b3) then b3 
is certainly taken



H&P 3.3מקור: 

לעשות תחזית רק ע"ס אחד מהפיצולים
 לא יעלה על התחזית הנכונה. 

רק התחשבות בשני הפיצולים תיתן תחזית נכונה.
.Correlatingתחזית על סמך יותר מהסתעפות אחת נקראת 



SPEC

SPEC = Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation

https://www.spec.org/

SPECint and SPECfp

https://www.spec.org/


Capturing Global Branch Correlation
 Idea: Associate branch outcomes with “global T/NT history” of all 

branches
 Make a prediction based on the outcome of the branch the last time 

the same global branch history was encountered

 Implementation:
 Keep track of the “global T/NT history” of all branches in a register  

Global History Register (GHR)
 Use GHR to index into a table that recorded the outcome that was seen 

for each GHR value in the recent past  Pattern History Table (table 
of 2-bit counters)

 Global history/branch predictor
 Uses two levels of history (GHR + history at that GHR)

31Yeh and Patt, “Two-Level Adaptive Training Branch Prediction,” MICRO 1991.



Two Level Global Branch Prediction
 First level: Global branch history register (N bits)

 The direction of last N branches
 Second level: Table of saturating counters for each history entry

 The direction the branch took the last time the same history was seen
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1 1 ….. 1 0

GHR
)global 
history 
register(

00 …. 00

00 …. 01

00 …. 10

11 ….  11

0 1

2 3

index

Pattern History Table )PHT( 

previous
branch’s
direction

Yeh and Patt, “Two-Level Adaptive Training Branch Prediction,” MICRO 1991.

Nביט 

נקרא גם
BHR=Branch History 
Register



Yeh&Patt 1991מתוך המאמר המקורי 



How Does the Global Predictor Work?

 McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL TR 1993.
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This branch tests i
Last 3 branches test j
History: TTTN
Predict taken for i
Next history: TTNT
  )shift in last outcome( 

 והתבנית תתייצב 1101 נקבל שוב 1110אחרי 
ותחזור על עצמה

GR = Global Register



McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL TR 1993



McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL TR 1993



CS252/Patterson
Lec 5.37

3/16/01
Edited by D. Seidner, 4/04

Correlating Branches - more

Idea: taken/not taken of 
recently executed 
branches is related to 
behavior of next branch 
(as well as the history of 
that branch behavior)

– Then behavior of recent 
branches selects between, 
say, 4 predictions of next 
branch, updating just that 
prediction 

• (2,2) predictor: 2-bit 
global, 2-bit local

Branch address (4 bits)

2-bits per branch 
local predictors

PredictionPrediction

2-bit global 
branch history

(01 = not taken then taken)

כתובת של 
הסתעפות 
 4מסוימת ע”ס 
ביטים בלבד



CS252/Patterson
Lec 5.38

3/16/01
Edited by D. Seidner, 4/04https://sites.pitt.edu/~juy9/2162/slides-F2009/6_BranchPred.pdf

: כתובת – היסטוריה גלובליתX-Yאינדוקס 
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Correlating branch prediction

a>0

a+b>0

b>0

y

y

y

n

n

n

Say that a and b are 
random variables 
uniformly distributed 
from -1 to +1.
It is clear that
The statistics of the 
3rd branch depends on 
the 1st and 2nd 
branches



CS252/Patterson
Lec 5.40

3/16/01
Edited by D. Seidner, 4/04

Correlating branch prediction

Note that the “global” 
part of the prediction 
means that we are not 
sure which were the last 
2 previous branches. 
We might mix statistics 
of several paths in the 
program.

a>0

a+b>0

b>0

y

y

y

n

n

n
a=b

y

n



CS252/Patterson
Lec 5.41

3/16/01
Edited by D. Seidner, 4/04

Correlating Branches (cont.)

Branch address

 (k LSBs of PC)

2-bits per branch 
local predictors

Prediction

m-bit global 
branch history

k

m

2

Taken

(m,n) predictor:
m bit global, 
n bit local 

Size=2kx 2m x n

here n=2

Next  
state 
calc.

Taken

m-bit global 
branch history

2k

Branch 
address

2

כאן נראה המקרה הכללי. לפני כן ראינו דוגמאות 
m=2עבור 

אנימציה



Intel Pentium Pro Branch Predictor
 Two level global branch predictor
 4-bit global history register 

 קודם במאמר של בדיוק באותו גודל שראינו בדוגמהMcFarling

 Multiple pattern history tables (of 2 bit counters)
• Which pattern history table to use is determined by lower order bits of 
the branch address
 First widely commercially successful out-of-order execution 

machine

42





Intel Pentium Pro (1995)

44By Moshen - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Pentiumpro_moshen.jpg, CC BY-SA 2.5, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2262471

Processor chip Level 2 cache chip

Multi-chip module package



Improving Global Predictor Accuracy
 Idea: Add more context information to the global predictor to take into account 

which branch is being predicted
 Gshare predictor: GHR hashed with the Branch PC

+ More context information used for prediction

+ Better utilization of the two-bit counter array (PHT = Pattern History Table).   

-- Increases access latency

 McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL Tech Report, 1993.
46
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target address

Review: One-Level Branch Predictor

Direction predictor (2-bit counters)

Cache of Target Addresses (BTB: Branch Target Buffer)

Program 
Counter

PC + inst size

taken?

Next Fetch
Address

hit?

Address of the 
current instruction
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target address

Two-Level Global History Branch Predictor

Direction predictor (2-bit counters)

Cache of Target Addresses (BTB: Branch Target Buffer)

Program 
Counter

Global branch 
history PC + inst size

taken?

Next Fetch
Address

hit?

Which direction earlier
branches went

Address of the 
current instruction
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target address

Two-Level Gshare Branch Predictor

Direction predictor (2-bit counters)

Cache of Target Addresses (BTB: Branch Target Buffer)

Program 
Counter

Global branch 
history

XOR

PC + inst size

taken?

Next Fetch
Address

hit?

Which direction earlier
branches went

Address of the 
current instruction

שילוב המידע בין היסטורית 
ההסתעפויות לבין

PCהערך ב-



Scott McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors”



Scott McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors”

מספר ההוראות בין שתי החטאות בחיזוי



Scott McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors”



Can We Do Better?
 Last-time and 2BC predictors exploit only “last-time” 

predictability for a given branch

 Realization 1: A branch’s outcome can be correlated with other 
branches’ outcomes
 Global branch correlation 

 Realization 2: A branch’s outcome can be correlated with past 
outcomes of the same branch (in addition to the outcome of the 
branch “last-time” it was executed)
 Local branch correlation
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Local Branch Correlation

 McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL TR 1993.
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Scott McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors”



More Motivation for Local History
 To predict a loop branch 

“perfectly”, we want to 
identify the last iteration 
of the loop

 By having a separate 
PHT entry for each local 
history, we can 
distinguish different 
iterations of a loop

 Works for “short” loops

56

0000
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0010
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0101

0110

0111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

11

11

11

00

11101110111011101110
PHTLoop closing branch’s history הכתובת

תרשים קצת יותר ברור 
בשקף הבא...



Local History Predictor Example

Credit: Shen & Lipasti, Figure 9.7

תבנית של סיום לולאה

 והמשך הלולאהNTתבנית של 



Capturing Local Branch Correlation
 Idea: Have a per-branch history register

 Associate the predicted outcome of a branch with “T/NT history” of 
the same branch

 Make a prediction based on the outcome of the branch the last time 
the same local branch history was encountered

 Called the local history/branch predictor
 Uses two levels of history (Per-branch history register + history at 

that history register value)

58



Two Level Local Branch Prediction
 First level: A set of local history registers (N bits each)

 Select the history register based on the PC of the branch
 Second level: Table of saturating counters for each history entry

 The direction the branch took the last time the same history was seen

59

1 1 ….. 1 0

Local history 
registers

00 …. 00

00 …. 01

00 …. 10

11 ….  11

0 1

2 3

index

Pattern History Table )PHT( 

Yeh and Patt, “Two-Level Adaptive Training Branch Prediction,” MICRO 1991.

אנימציה

הסבר נוסף בשקף הבא

הטיפול כאן דומה לזה שנעשה במנגנון הגלובלי!



תרשים נוסף

2^7=128
2^7*12 + 2^12*2 = 1536 + 8192 = 9728bits=9.5kb
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target address

Two-Level Local History Branch Predictor

Direction predictor (2-bit counters)

Cache of Target Addresses (BTB: Branch Target Buffer)

Program 
Counter

PC + inst size

taken?

Next Fetch
Address

hit?

Address of the 
current instruction

Which directions earlier instances of *this branch* went אנימציה



Can We Do Even Better?
 Predictability of branches varies

 Some branches are more predictable using local history
 Some branches are more predictable using global
 For others, a simple two-bit counter is enough
 Yet for others, a single bit is enough 

 Observation: There is heterogeneity in predictability behavior of 
branches
 No one-size fits all branch prediction algorithm for all branches

 Idea: Exploit that heterogeneity by designing heterogeneous 
(hybrid) branch predictors

62



Hybrid Branch Predictors
 Idea: Use more than one type of predictor (i.e., multiple 

algorithms) and select the “best” prediction
 E.g., hybrid of 2-bit counters and global predictor

 Advantages:

+ Better accuracy: different predictors are better for different branches

+ Reduced warmup time (faster-warmup predictor used until the slower-
warmup predictor warms up)

 Disadvantages:

-- Need “meta-predictor” or “selector”

-- Longer access latency

 McFarling, “Combining Branch Predictors,” DEC WRL Tech Report, 1993.
63
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Alpha 21264 Tournament Predictor

 Minimum branch penalty: 7 cycles
 Typical branch penalty: 11+ cycles
 48K bits of target addresses stored in I-cache
 Predictor tables are reset on a context switch

 Kessler, “The Alpha 21264 Microprocessor,” IEEE Micro 1999. 64



Kessler, "THE ALPHA 21264 MICROPROCESSOR”



Biased Branches
 Observation: Many branches are biased in one direction (e.g., 

99% taken)

 Problem: These branches pollute the branch prediction structures 
 make the prediction of other branches difficult by causing 
“interference” in branch prediction tables and history registers

 Solution: Detect such biased branches, and predict them with a 
simpler predictor (e.g., last time, static, …)

 Chang et al., “Branch classification: a new mechanism for improving branch 
predictor performance,” MICRO 1994.
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Are We Done w/ Branch Prediction?
 Hybrid branch predictors work well

 E.g., 90-97% prediction accuracy on average

 Some “difficult” workloads still suffer, though!
 E.g., gcc
 Max IPC with tournament prediction: 9
 Max IPC with perfect prediction: 35

68

9/35 ≈ 26%



Some Other Branch Predictor Types
 Loop branch detector and predictor

 Loop iteration count detector/predictor
 Works well for loops with small number of iterations, where 

iteration count is predictable
 Used in Intel Pentium M

 Perceptron branch predictor
 Learns the direction correlations between individual branches
 Assigns weights to correlations
 Jimenez and Lin, “Dynamic Branch Prediction with Perceptrons,” 

HPCA 2001.
 Hybrid history length based predictor

 Uses different tables with different history lengths
 Seznec, “Analysis of the O-Geometric History Length branch 

predictor,” ISCA 2005.
69



Intel Pentium M Predictors: Loop and Jump

71

Gochman et al., 
“The Intel Pentium M Processor: Microarchitecture and Performance,” 
Intel Technology Journal, May 2003.

A Single Entry 
of the Loop 
Predictor Table 
Used
in the Pentium-
M Processor.
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Intel Pentium M (2003)

https://www.anandtech.com/show/1083/3 

אנימציה

https://www.anandtech.com/show/1083/3


More Advanced Branch 
Prediction

73



Perceptrons for Learning Linear Functions
 A perceptron is a simplified model of a biological neuron
 It is also a simple binary classifier

 A perceptron maps an input vector X to a 0 or 1
 Input = Vector X
 Perceptron learns the linear function (if one exists) of how each 

element of the vector affects the output (stored in an internal Weight 
vector)

 Output = Weight·X + Bias > 0

 In the branch prediction context
 Vector X: Branch history register bits
 Output: Prediction for the current branch

74Rosenblatt, “Principles of Neurodynamics: Perceptrons and the Theory of Brain Mechanisms,” 1962



Perceptron Branch Predictor (I)
 Idea: Use a perceptron to learn the correlations between branch history register 

bits and branch outcome
 A perceptron learns a target Boolean function of N inputs

 Jimenez and Lin, “Dynamic Branch Prediction with Perceptrons,” HPCA 2001.
 Rosenblatt, “Principles of Neurodynamics: Perceptrons and the Theory of Brain Mechanisms,” 1962
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Each branch associated with a perceptron

A perceptron contains a set of weights wi
→Each weight corresponds to a bit in 
    the GHR 
→How much the bit is correlated with the 
   direction of the branch
→ Positive correlation: large positive weight
→ Negative correlation: large negative weight

Prediction:
→ Express GHR bits as 1 )T( and -1 )NT(
→ Take dot product of GHR and weights
→ If output > 0, predict taken



Perceptron Branch Predictor (II)

Bias weight
)bias of branch, independent of 
 the history(

Dot product of GHR
and perceptron weights

Output
compared
to 0

Prediction function:

Training function:

Daniel A. Jiménez and Calvin Lin, “Dynamic Branch Prediction with Perceptrons”

אנימציה



Perceptron Branch Predictor (III)
 Advantages

+ More sophisticated learning mechanism → better accuracy

+ Enables long branch history lengths → better accuracy

 Disadvantages
-- Complexity (adder tree to compute perceptron output)

-- Can learn only linearly-separable functions

e.g., cannot learn XOR type of correlation between 2 history bits and 
branch outcome

77

A successful example of use of machine learning in processor design

See, e.g., Grayson+, “Evolution of the Samsung Exynos CPU Microarchitecture,” ISCA 2020.



Recommended Reading

78Grayson+, “Evolution of the Samsung Exynos CPU Microarchitecture,” ISCA 2020.
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AMD Piledriver/Zen/Zen2 (2012-Present)
 Employ a perceptron branch predictor

https://fuse.wikichip.org/news/2458/a-look-at-the-amd-zen-2-core/

בשקפים הקרובים... Perceptron



Another Idea: TAGE
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Prediction Using Multiple History Lengths
 Observation: Different 

branches require different 
history lengths for better 
prediction accuracy

 Idea: Have multiple PHTs 
indexed with GHRs with 
different history lengths 
and intelligently allocate 
PHT entries to different 
branches

81

Seznec and Michaud, “A case for )partially( tagged Geometric History Length 
Branch Prediction,” JILP 2006.
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Different Branches: Different History Lengths

https://fuse.wikichip.org/news/2458/a-look-at-the-amd-zen-2-core/



TAGE Branch Predictor 
 Advantages

+ Chooses the “best” history length to predict each branch → better 
accuracy

+ Enables long branch history lengths → better accuracy

 Disadvantages
-- Hardware (design) complexity is not low

-- Need to choose good hash functions and table sizes to maximize 
accuracy and minimize latency

83

A successful recent idea that is used in many modern processor designs
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AMD Zen2 TAGE Predictor (2019)

https://fuse.wikichip.org/news/2458/a-look-at-the-amd-zen-2-core/



State of the Art in Branch Prediction
 See the Branch Prediction Championship

 https://www.jilp.org/cbp2016/program.html 

85

Andre Seznec, 
“TAGE-SC-L branch predictors,” 
CBP 2014.

Andre Seznec,
“TAGE-SC-L branch predictors 
again,” CBP 2016.

אנימציה
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Branch Confidence Estimation
 Idea: Estimate if the prediction is likely to be correct 

 i.e., estimate how “confident” you are in the prediction 

 Why?
 Could be very useful in deciding how to speculate:

 What predictor/PHT to choose/use
 Whether to keep fetching on this path
 Whether to switch to some other way of handling the branch, e.g. dual-

path execution (eager execution) or dynamic predication 
 …

 Jacobsen et al., “Assigning Confidence to Conditional Branch 
Predictions,” MICRO 1996. 87





How to Estimate Confidence
 An example estimator:

 Keep a record of correct/incorrect outcomes for the past N instances 
of the “branch”

 Based on the correct/incorrect patterns, guess if the curent prediction 
will likely be correct/incorrect

89Jacobsen et al., “Assigning Confidence to Conditional Branch Predictions,” MICRO 1996.

CIR = 
Correct / Incorrect 
Register



What to Do With Confidence Estimation?
 An example application: Pipeline Gating 

Manne et al., “Pipeline Gating: Speculation Control for Energy Reduction,” ISCA 1998.

N הוא ערך סף. אם M>N)אז יפסק הטיפול בחיזוי הנוכחי )כי החיזוי לא אמין 



.dynamic branch predictionעד כאן 

נחזור ל-
Predicated execution

 It was already discussed it in the last 
lecture 

but here we add a few more details 91



How to Handle Control Dependences
 Critical to keep the pipeline full with correct sequence of 

dynamic instructions. 

 Potential solutions if the instruction is a control-flow instruction:

 Stall the pipeline until we know the next fetch address
 Guess the next fetch address (branch prediction)
 Employ delayed branching (branch delay slot)
 Do something else (fine-grained multithreading)
 Eliminate control-flow instructions (predicated execution)
 Fetch from both possible paths (if you know the addresses of both 

possible paths) (multipath execution)

92



Review: Predicate Combining (not Predicated Execution)

 Complex predicates are converted into multiple branches
 if ((a == b) && (c < d) && (a > 5000))  { … }

 3 conditional branches

 Problem: This increases the number of control dependencies
 Idea: Combine predicate operations to feed a single branch 

instruction
 Predicates stored and operated on using condition registers
 A single branch checks the value of the combined predicate

+ Fewer branches in code  fewer mipredictions/stalls

-- Possibly unnecessary work

-- If the first predicate is false, no need to compute other predicates 
 Condition registers exist in IBM RS6000 and the POWER architecture

93



Predication (Predicated Execution)
 Idea: Convert control dependence to data dependence

 Simple example: Suppose we had a Conditional Move instruction…
 CMOV condition, R1 ← R2
 R1 = (condition == true) ? R2 : R1
 Employed in most modern ISAs (x86, Alpha)

 Code example with branches vs. CMOVs
if (a == 5) {b = 4;} else {b = 3;}

CMPEQ condition, a, 5;

CMOV condition, b ← 4;

CMOV !condition, b ← 3;

94



D D

Predication (Predicated Execution)
 Idea: Compiler converts control dependence into data dependence  

branch is eliminated
 Each instruction has a predicate bit set based on the predicate computation
 Only instructions with TRUE predicates are committed (others turned into NOPs)

95

(normal branch code)

C B

D

A
T N

        p1 = (cond)
        branch p1, TARGET

       mov b, 1 
       jmp JOIN

TARGET:
         mov b, 0

A

B

C

B

C

D

A

(predicated code) 

A

B

C

if (cond) {
      b = 0;
}
else {
      b = 1;
}          p1 = (cond)

(!p1) mov  b, 1

 (p1) mov  b, 0
add   x, b, 1add   x, b, 1
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Predicated Execution (II)
 Predicated execution can be high performance and energy-

efficient

99

Fetch  Decode  Rename  Schedule RegisterRead ExecuteA

BC

D

A
E

F

Predicated Execution

Branch Prediction

Pipeline flush!!

E D BF

nop

Fetch  Decode  Rename  Schedule RegisterRead Execute

AB AC B AC BD AD C BE AE D CF B AF E D C B A AF BCDEF E D ABCF E ABCDF E D C B AF E D C ABE D C B AF AF BCDE
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Predicated Execution (III)
 Eliminates branches → enables straight line code (i.e., larger basic 

blocks in code)
 Advantages:

+ Eliminates mispredictions for hard-to-predict branches

+ No need for branch prediction for some branches

+ Good if misprediction cost > useless work due to predication

+ Enables code optimizations hindered by the control dependency

    + Can move instructions more freely within predicated code

 Disadvantages:
-- Causes useless work for branches that are easy to predict

-- Reduces performance if misprediction cost < useless work

     -- Adaptivity: Static predication is not adaptive to run-time branch behavior. Branch behavior 
changes based on input set, program phase, control-flow path.

-- Additional hardware and ISA support

-- Cannot eliminate all hard to predict branches 
    -- Loop branches 100



Predicated Execution vs. Branch Prediction
+ Eliminates mispredictions for hard-to-predict branches

+ No need for branch prediction for some branches

+ Good if misprediction cost > useless work due to predication

-- Causes useless work for branches that are easy to predict
-- Reduces performance if misprediction cost < useless work

    -- Adaptivity: Static predication is not adaptive to run-time branch 
behavior. Branch behavior changes based on input set, program phase, 
control-flow path.

101



Intel Itanium

Reference: 
Intel® Itanium ® Architecture
Software Developer’s Manual. Volume 1: Application Architecture
Revision 2.3, May 2010
Section 2.5 - Predication

p1, p3 הם התנאים

https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/manuals/itanium-architecture-software-developer-rev-2-3-vol-1-manual.pdf


movn and movz in MIPS 

int bar(int,int);

int foo(int a, int b){

    if (a <= b)

      a = 0;

    else

      b = 0;

    return bar(a, b);

}

foo:

        slt     $2,$5,$4

        movn    $5,$0,$2

        movz    $4,$0,$2

        j       bar

        nop

הקישורבצע הדגמה. לחץ על 
Version 1: -O0 -march=mips32 -fno-delayed-branch
Version 2: -O3 -march=mips32 -fno-delayed-branch

https://godbolt.org/#z:OYLghAFBqd5TKALEBjA9gEwKYFFMCWALugE4A0BIEAZgQDbYB2AhgLbYgDkAjF%2BTXRMiAZVQtGIHgBYBQogFUAztgAKAD24AGfgCsp5eiyagA%2BudTkVjVEQJDqzTAGF09AK5smIAEzknADIETNgAcp4ARtikIACc5AAO6ErE9kyuHl6%2BicmpQkEh4WxRMfHW2LZpIkQspEQZnt48Vtg2dkLVtUQFYZHRBko1dQ1ZzYNdPUUlUgCUVujupKicXMFEANQRtRBrlMIzAKQAzABCB1oAgucXa%2BuC6DvC6yzk67cRhwDsZ5frf280dYQFjrY7OY4AEU2h1%2B/z%2BIMh6y0xx%2BFzhrRU1zhfwioKOUORpyx/1I2CIiyYm22L2hKOuB0%2BEK4c3o3AArPxvFwdOR0NxnOslAslthQT4jnxyERtMy5gBrEBsngAOh4AA4AGxsrTSHwaz6xNXitWGbjSfhsRVachcnl8rj8JQga3S7nM8hwWAoDBsBIMaKUag%2Bv2MGKoVBGEwyLTWuj0IjRJ0QCIy8gRYK1ACe3ElPo4wgA8kx6Nm3eQcGxjMBJGXCKTKgA3bBOsvYdQVdwJnP8NatVP0AgRUhZ1w4VNEUgES28d00IzAJQANQI2AA7gWEsxu3JhGIJJwZDvFCoNKn9H5I2YLIZB07IHN0Al2kwWwBaAtHP6vwRsYjf4ccK%2BSS9qQjqtBUz6OEwLhuI0BiBMEvTFP0zRJCkz4jE0OToWkkx9DEYzgZUHRDPUsGjC0bRVKReHIQRVikZhAw0YhUwoXMQqLMsBgTtgKx8Cy7Kcqm9rqJqr4atI6wRlW6wyMqWgKUCzivPgxBkGKEqvK4vr%2BqQmk%2BDM/CujoMxzEg2AsDgMQQIJXDmuQlrajaIncI6zpSjKZnkAq2rKkcSpsmyGpGloMg%2BLERymlwRzCWW9rGV5HqIJ6yBoOgumhoGEDBnpaC/gkSg8DwPixgwCakEmKZlumrCkKWuYZfmRBFiWqYVlWNY8nWEEEE2LY8m2HZdjOewJqyZYDkOI5YCsPITlO3ZzHOLALsua4bluo2CLu4iSIeO3HmomhlvozSXiA5imJYU13rZvJPmkb4fusr6VksSCQgVShSd%2BTDoK%2BOBGJm2CYK%2B01MKgSBgVRDgQE4THNAhhT4QYaF5Ok5FYejz60dMhGw0wnTDFjAxEc%2BxPdKxqNjIxpO0xM1N0bM8xcQeUqkvx7oTRyLnxdw33rMA4ZySqPhKRAKnrGpJD6Qc4rNOsOkhtEmk8EZnlut5FlWf090KtIsTKpJarSNIEoGmqbKfFoJoTQ5TnWra/AJVYHkme6qUQCgCxEAknbZblobwYQssGIde77bIh3KMd46c9uq7DgkS3Rbzzu8twBadv7GzoICgvC6govKuLWjKRlKtywrGse9rlnWdQdkO1afN2m5bsul58ogIbxvSKb5s8Jb1u29FsVty7Hd13ZPhxe3Dqa6ZcxNpVaS90AA%3D%3D


Conditional Execution in ARM ISA
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Conditional Execution in ARM ISA
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Conditional Execution in ARM ISA

108

Reference )Guy(: 
https://developer.arm.com/documentation/ddi0344/b/ch16s02s01



Conditional Execution in ARM ISA

109
GCD = Greatest Common Divisor

הקוד בשקף הבא.



Conditional Execution in ARM ISA
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ARMדוגמה אחרונה עבור מעבד 

0 ומעלה את דגל R1 את R1מחסיר מ-

 )אפס( Z אם הדגל הוא R1 ל- 10מוסיף 
(1הוא פעיל )

--< קיבלנו קוד ללא הסתעפות!



מוסתר



How to Handle Control Dependences
 Critical to keep the pipeline full with correct sequence of 

dynamic instructions. 

 Potential solutions if the instruction is a control-flow instruction:

 Stall the pipeline until we know the next fetch address
 Guess the next fetch address (branch prediction)
 Employ delayed branching (branch delay slot)
 Do something else (fine-grained multithreading)
 Eliminate control-flow instructions (predicated execution)
 Fetch from both possible paths (if you know the addresses of both 

possible paths) (multipath execution)

118
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Multi-Path Execution
 Idea: Execute both paths after a conditional branch

 For all branches: Riseman and Foster, “The inhibition of potential parallelism by 
conditional jumps,” IEEE Transactions on Computers, 1972.

 For a hard-to-predict branch: Use dynamic confidence estimation

 Advantages:
+ Improves performance if misprediction cost > useless work

+ No ISA change needed

 Disadvantages:
-- What happens when the machine encounters another hard-to-predict branch? 

Execute both paths again?

-- Paths followed quickly become exponential

-- Each followed path requires its own context (registers, PC, GHR)

-- Wasted work (and reduced performance) if paths merge
119



Review of Last Few Lectures
 Control dependence handling in pipelined machines

 Delayed branching
 Fine-grained multithreading
 Branch prediction

 Compile time (static)
 Always NT, Always T, Backward T Forward NT, Profile based

 Run time (dynamic)
 Last time predictor
 Hysteresis: 2BC predictor
 Global branch correlation  Two-level global predictor
 Local branch correlation  Two-level local predictor
 Hybrid branch predictors

 Predicated execution
 Multipath execution – מאוד בקצרה
 Return address stack & Indirect branch prediction 130


